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The Transcend Vibrational Cards,
Kinesiology, and Electromagnetic Stress
by Sabina De Vita, Ed.D., n.d.
The Transcend Vibrational Card system, a
product of Dimensional Design, is a new
technology for restoring and balancing the
energies of the body/mind. They are
vibrationally imprinted cards that are designed
to interact with the bio systems.

physical system is composed of many
vibrations, Each part of the body produces
different patterns of vibrations, runes and
energies,
Each organ, gland and tissue has its own
vibratory rate as well. When interference in
the natural harmonics or vibrational pattern of
a particular system in the body occurs
disorder or "dis-ease" results. For the past 50
years physicists have discovered and
demonstrated that when the smallest discrete
entities in the universe, the components of
atoms, are manipulated they become energy
packets or waves! This means that our solid
world is really empty space filled with very
complex energy, patterns. According to the
physicists, the human body is an energy
illusion and that the cause of disease probably
lies in distortions of some of these energy
patterns. Malcolm Rae, well-known in
Radionics, discovered from his rigorous
experimentation how geometric patterns had
the ability to store healing potential. Based on
this and further developments in quantum
physics, the hologram, bio transmitters, the
vibrational and pattern storage capabilities of
water and scalar technology, the Transcend
card evolved.

How the Cards work
The human energy field or aura is made up of
several layers of force fields collectively called
the subtle bodies .. These force fields or subtle
bodies (specifically the mental, astral/
emotional and etheric, physical bodies) have a
direct effect on the health of the body/mind. If

the etheric field becomes distorted, physical
disease soon follows. It is the energy field
that molds the body. Richard Gerber, a
Detroit physician who has spent the last
twelve years investigating the medical
implications of the body's subtle energy
fields, states "the etheric body is a
holographic energy template that guides the
growth and development of the physical
body". The late David Tansley, D.C., past
chairman of the Radionic Assoc., author and
researcher, states, "It is essential to think of
man first as a series of force field systems,
and that pathology begins there before
appearing in the physical body".

These frequency cards are very similar to the
principles of homeopathy. Each homeopathic
remedy has its own signature, its own pattern,
its own vibrational frequency. Likewise, the
cards carry their own signatures and patterns.
In one remarkable experiment by Australian
physicist, Paul Callinan, it was demonstrated
that a substance leaves behind "foot prints"--a signature---even after it has been greatly
diluted. He froze homeopathic remedy
tinctures to -200°C (-328 OF) which then
crystallized into snowflake patterns that
differed for each remedy. The more he diluted
a tincture, the clearer its pattern became.
Quantum physics has discovered that
substances leave behind energy fields. The
correct remedy resonates with the patient's life
force-s-a "booster shot" of subtle energy--returning the organism to its proper

It is necessary to establish clear communication channels between the subtle
bodies and the physical body. Poor
communication between bodies results in
energy blockages that manifest as disharmony
in the Body/ Mind, weakening the physical
body and adversely affecting mental and
emotional states. When harmony is
maintained there is an even flow of energy
throughout the body's energy centers, often
referred to as chakras, which serve as
receptors and transformers of energy in the
body.
All living organisms have natural oscillations
and function best at their own resonant
frequency. The apparently solid human body
is really a complex of energy patterns. Our
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vibrational frequency by imprinting an energy
pattern on the body's fluids or cells.

(altering body polarity) which can lead to
fatigue. frustration, tension and illness.

Likewise, the Transcend Cards provide a
series of frequency-specific subtle energetic
signals that are designed to harmonize the
body/mind. The· body/mind possesses an
inner intelligence that is capable of translating
the encoded information in the card. This
process can be compared to the software that
runs a computer or to the magnetic signal on
video or audio tapes. When the cards are
placed on the body the encoded information is
transferred to the inner intelligence of the
body/mind and the restructuring begins.

Signs of exposure may include drowsiness,
chronic aches and pains, sleep disorders,
irritability, low energy and general malaise,
and may lead to more serious situations such
as cancer (electro. smog is often undetected
by doctors and health care professionals).
Sweden has given EMF's serious
consideration by classifying EMF along with
tobacco as a class 11 carcinogen following its
study of the effects of EMF on 500,000
people over a 25 year period. They report a
four-fold increase in the risk of leukemia
among children who live near power lines and
the doubling of risk for adults.

The holographic imprinted grid on each card
holds vibrational patterns of selected harmonic
frequencies of light, color, sound and
symbol. Bio-information from plant and
mineral sources have also been used. The
cards are designed to be worn on the body (in
a pocket or cotton case). The body will work
to integrate the vibrations from the card.
Kinesiology testing will indicate length and
time per day. Cards help the body adapt to
more light absorption.

The Environmental Protection Card
The environmental protection card assists to
combat the harmful effects of electromagnetic
pollution by neutralizing stress and balancing
any abnormal energy flow in the body. The
card consists of a gold holographic grid that is
permanently imprinted with a vibrational
program encoded with appropriate signals or
frequencies designed to balance EMF
disturbances in the body-mind.

Electromagnetic Stress

This card works to hold the subtle and
electrical system in balance by providing an
energy pattern for the body to match,
"principle of resonance phenomenon", which
over time will reduce the stress. Now with the
computer age - the threat of radiation is even
higher. One case study of a computer
programmer who used to feel drained by noon
after sitting in front of her computer all
morning found that by wearing the Transcend
Card she could easily work 8 to 10 hours and
still fee I alert and energetic. For myself, I
have found the cards to be most helpful and
so easy to use. Testing to determine card
usage for you and your client is most
important. The Environmental Protection Card
is designed to be worn on the body or carried
in a pocket. It is the size of a standard credit
card and laminated for durability. The card is
imprinted with a permanent program and it
cannot be weakened, altered or neutralized.

The use of electromagnetic energy for power
and communication has markedly accelerated
since World War II. We live in a world of
electromagnetic bombardment. Electrical
energy, though a most useful servant, has
created a threat through its saturation from
unprecedented sources. It is estimated that a
typical American is exposed to 200 million
times more intense electromagnetic radiation
than what our forefathers took in from the
sun, stars and other natural sources. EMF's
(electromagnetic field) are invisible electrical
and magnetic forces impossible to see and
impossible to hear that are emitted from
anything operating on an electrical current from high tension wires, industrial radar,
microwave beams, computers, televisions,
fluorescent lights and other electrical
appliances which have been found to be
dangerous to mental and physical health.
When an individual sleeps or works for
extensive periods within these zones. these
energies exhale a constant source of stress

Touch For Health® has provided us with a
way to work with the subtle bodies and detect
imbalances. It is a biofeedback system-a way
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to communicate with our own bio-computer.
Thus, Kinesiological protocols and testing
have been developed for Transcend card
usage. The Transcend Mode is introduced
along with the protocols found useful for the
environmental protection card.

5 . Electromagnetic Stress
NOTE: I often ask the client to think of the
workplace or where there is greatest exposure
while testing.
Pretests
(a) Energy Drain (PKP mode EL 8 1/2)
If so, find what is causing the problem,
check thymus energy.
(b) Five finger test to the torso
(Sheldon Deal).
(c) One finger test on midline top of
hairline for electromagnetic interference.
(d) Check Glabella (pineal point).

The Transcend Testing Procedure
I. Ask permission both verbally and with the
muscle test.' Use an indicator musclepreferably the anterior deltoid.
2. Do the pretests to establish a clear circuit
indicator muscle.
* Drink water
* K 27's, GV 27, & CVl & CV24 &
navel
* Cook's Hook-Ups

Now test Transcend Mode-if yes go on to
test Environmental card and recheck all
pretests. Find how often/long to wear the
card and where (e.g. in front of computer,
while driving etc.).

3. Only if goal or issue is identified for this
session use the expanded permission
format:
100% willingness to benefit on all levels
of being
100 % willingness to let go on all levels of
being (from Three in One Concepts)
100% intentionality to implement positive
change. (S. DeVita) (PKP)

The Transcend Cards have proven to be
effective in removal of both physical and
emotional blockages and in balancing the
energy flow in the subtle bodies. The nine
cards in the Body/Mind System include the
following below.. Several can be worn
simultaneously. A two day course is offered
to facilitate the full potential use of the nine
cards (with in-depth protocols).
Attunement
Subtle Energy Balancing
Emotional/Mental Harmony Energy
Enhancer
Stress Release
D-tox
Environ., Protection
Vital Cell
Food Liquid Energizer

4. Now test the Transcend Finger Mode,
Radionics Em#l 3 with Spiritual Mode
(developed by S. DeVita from PKPIII
concepts).

*

If there is an indicator change - test
which card to use either by name or
touch.

*

Find how often/long to wear the card.

NOTE: There are several ways to use the
Transcend Cards. The First way is to simply wear
it. The Second way is to use the card during a
correction or balance. This enhances the balances
and speeds things up. It can also be used to anchor
the goal; e.g., if you balance with the Transcend
Card and then wear the same card, the changes
occur faster. Also, use for in-depth testing such as
in electromagnetic stress given here. [It's like
using a 3-D homeopathicremedy.]

Plus
Safe Space and Protectoplex
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